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CSU
backs
parents
By Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily staff writer
An agreement to increase
funding for university child-care
programs received final approval
1mm the CSU board of trustees
Oct. 21, said Bob Whalen, CSSA
representative on child care.
If approved by
George
Deukmejian. $1.42 million will
he appropriated to child care for
the California State University.
system. Whalen said.
SJSU child-care facilities
could receive a total of $27.500.
said Bob Gunter, A.S. director of
California State Student Affairs.
rhe agreement between the
CSSA and the chancellor’s office
was presented to the hoard with
the Child Care Program Change
Proposal already in the CSU budget. said Kerni Johnson, CSSA
to CSU.
The amount of funding received by individual unisersities
would be directly related to the
inoney contributed through student fees on each campus. Vs’halen said.
Each campus will he eligible
to receive $55,000, hut it is possible that some campuses would
not receive any additional funding. said Larry Emond, CSSA
representative at San Diego State
University.
The agreement with the administration is designed to pros ide a larger percentage of funds
to campuses which contribute the
most through student fees, figured on a sliding scale. Emond
said.
Campuses with students
contributing $2 or more through
student fees would he eligible to
receive $55,000. Those who contribute from $1.50 to $1.99
would be eligible to receive up to
75 percent of that amount. and 50
percent would be provided to universities that contribute Irom $I
lo $1.49.
Universities that contribute
less than $1 would not he eligible
In receive funding. Emond said.
Unless schools submit inch% idual special appeals, the
amount funded to them will he
based on 1984-85 child-care student fees. Gunter said. SJSU will
submit an appeal to he considered
See (11ILD CARE, back page
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Honig talks up teaching at SJSU
Ity Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily stall writer
(kiting students into the teaching profession
is one problem, hut preparing them properly and
compensating them adequately are others. said
Bill Honig, state superintendent of public instruction.

The SJSU visit v,as I tome Huth Sily Oil hi
tour of the 19 CalilOrnia Siaie University
schools.
Enrollment in the SJSU School ot Fducation
has increased in the last two or three years by 16
percent. and 96 to 97 percent ol last year’s graduates had jobs this fall. said Gail Fullerton. SJSU
vs
Honig is a man ah a mission - he’s out to president.
recruit at least s5,000 college students into the
"There is a grossing professionalism toward
teaching profession by the year 1991.
teaching, and morale is better than it has been in
He returned to college Friday to meet with the past," Honig said.
SJSU faculty, administrators and students to exBut salary .ind morale are not the only things
change ideas about developing a quality teaching to be considered in making the field more auraeprofession.
tisi.. he said

"We arc going to have to make teachers
comparable to other professionals." Honig said.
Changing the structure of salary schedules.
investing more money in teaching programs or
students and holding teachers accountable tor
their know ledge ()I- the profession will increase
respect or the field. he said.
With 80.000 to 90,000 new teachers coining
in. schools must he sure that instructional leadership is effective so that had teachers can he isolated and "canned." Honig said.
In an effort to produce qualified educators.
Ilexibilits mi inns ersit!, teaching methods is increasine h,or ,ith the standards required 01 the

programs, he said.
"There are bills being introduced into the
Legislature that V, ill create higher expectations of
teachers in the lutinc.- Honig said. "We want to
tone up the entire situation and make teachers demand more 0! teachers "
This will help create the desire and respect
needed in the profession. Honig said.
The state budget indicates an increased
awareness of the teacher shortage with 39.9 percent of state funds being provided Mr educational
improvement, more than that department has
ever received, he said.
SIT HONIG. is page

Explosive Spartans bruise Pacific, 44-15

A Spartan trio stops Tiger Tim Richardson dead in his tracks. From left, SJSU

Former student
missing since 1985
By Oscar Guerra
Daily staff writer
San Jose police said they are
working on a couple of leads in the
disappearance of SJSU student Ann
Marie Courtney. who was last seen
one year ago.
Courtney went hiking alone in
Pfieffer Big Sur State Park on Oct. 25.
1985.
She told her family she would call
them when she returned two days
later. But when her call was a week
overdue, her sister. Mary Courtney
Smith. who lives in the Detroit area,
called the answering machine and left
a message at her sister’s apartment.
Smith called the Monterey Sheriffs Department on Nov. II. 1985, 17
days after Courtney went hiking.
"It’s been a long year," Smith
said. "It’s very upsetting not knowing
what happened to her. I would like to
just find out, period."
San Jose police said there are new
leads in the disappearance of Courtney. hut wouldn’t discuss any details.
"We have a couple of leads we
are following up," said Sgt. Gary
Rosso of the San Jose Police Department Missing Persons Unit. "There’s
always the possibility she’s alive.".
Lt. John Crisan of the Monterey
County Sheriff’s Department said his
department has no new leads in the
Courtney case.
"There have been a couple of rumors about her, hut nothing came of

Monday,

Ann Marie Courtney
. . . missing SJSU student
them," Crisan said.
"A person that knew her and had
hiked in the area has been down to Big
Sur several times, maybe on a personal
crusade to find her." he said. "He
seems to think she is still alive.**
A reward of 525,000 is still being
offered for any information leading to
her whereabouts. if anyone has information, contact Mary Courtney Smith
at (313)373-3236.
See MISSING. back page

cornerback Freddie Payton and linebackers Chris Alexander and Tim Wells

By Len Gutman
Daily staff writer
SJSU quarterback Mike Perez threw for a record 508
sands as the Spartan football team bombarded the Pacific
Tigers, 44-15, in front of 22,355 homecoming fans in
StocItton on Saturday afternoon.
Perez was 31 of 39 with three touchdowns, amassing a
PCAA single -game record 534 yards in total offense.
His 508 yards in the air is also a conference record and
the most passing yardage by an individual or a team this
season in the NCAA.
SJSU had 724 total yards of oftense on the day, a new
school record and the most offensive production by any
team in the nation this season.
The Spartan defense held the Tigers’ wishbone offense
to just 371 total yards only 111 on the ground. Pacific
was ranked seventh in the nation in rushing coming into the
contest with an average of 279.1 yards per game.
It was a near-perfect victory for the Spartans. now 6-2
overall and 4-0 in the PCAA.
The Tigers fell 10 4-4, 2-2 in PCAA pla!,
The win puts SJSU the oaly undeleated.PCAA team
alone at the top of the conference standings with three
games to play.
Fresno State heat previously undefeated Long Beach
State. 25-12. Saturday night in Fresno, giving the Spartans
the inside track to the PCAA championship and the California Bowl on Dec. 13.
"We really have it together as a fixuball team, it was a
great win for us," said SJSU coach Claude Gilbert.
UOP coach Bob Cope was also impressed with the
Spartans.
"We took what I would term a good old-fashioned
whipping," Cope said. "Their offense whipped our defense, their defense whipped our offense and their kicking
game whipped our kicking game.
’There’s no two teams left on their schedule good
enough to beat them. Unless they die, they’re going to the
Cal Bowl.’’
Perez was also happy about his accomplishments on
the day.
"I felt real good today. We knew we could move the
ball on them easily,’’ Perez said. "They were just sitting
hack in the zone and letting us throw the hall downfield. so
we called zone routes and we just picked ’em apart."
"You never expect (Perez) to have the kind of day he
Alan Dep Daily staff photographer had." said Terry Shea. SJSU’s offensive coordinator.
"This has to he as close as you can get to having a perfect
converge for the tackle. The Spartans game .
See FOOTBALL. prom 4
held Pacific to only Ill yards rushing.

Doggone: UPD’s first canine retires
By Oscar Guerra
Daily staff writer
Unno, the first K-9 police dog
in the California Slate University
system, officially retired Thursday
afternoon.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
presented the purebred German
shepherd his badge and a letter releasing the university’s interest in
him during a ceremony in front of
the Student Union.
The ceremony officially ended
Crime Prevention Week activities
sponsored by the University Police
Department.
Officer Gabriel Escobedo.
Unno’s partner for the dog’s six
years on the university police force,
will now be responsible for making
sure Unno has a nice, relaxing retirement.
Six years to a dog equals about
42 human years. so Unno, unlike so
many other UPD officers, is a "career man" on the campus police
force.
As UPD officers, various officials. Unno’s two K-9 counterparts.
students and representatives of the
university news media looked on.
Fullerton said. "Unno was our very
first police dog."
Escohedo said Unno vom Argusschloss is the dog’s full name. as
he is from Germany.
"Hell if I know (how to pronounce his full name). I don’t even
try," Escolvedo said.
"When Unno first came here.

he only understood German," Fullerton said. "lie’s become a bilingual dog since then."
In Unno’s first week on the job
in January 1981. he assisted the San
Jose Police Department in catching a
robbery suspect, said UPD Officer
Bryan Garrett.
Since then, he has caught or
helped to arrest numerous suspect,.
including one wielding a knife.
Unno’s retirement leaves the
department with two K-9 officers:
Shadow and "the kid." Bear, currently being trained hy Officer Tom
Pomeroy.
Unno will still come to training
once every two weeks, just to "keep
him polished." Escobedo said.
"I’m sorry to see him go. especially since he’s the first K-9 we
have had," said UPD Chief Lew
Schatz. "But it’s time to bring up
the new pup. We will stay at two
K..% for now." he said.
The pup. Bear, was found on
the streets in Oakland by animal
control. An acquaintance of Pomeroy noticed the dog was something
special, Pomeroy said.
A sergeant of the Oakland Police Department, Jim Kelly, took
Bear home but couldn’t keep the
dog. He called Pomeroy and the next
thing Pomeroy knew, he had Bear.
After Bear’s approximately 122
hours of training at the end of November, he will hit the streets with
Pomeroy.

April Swift Daly stall photographer
Fullerton praises t Inn and his partner Gabriel Escolledo
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Degree-hunting is dehumanizing
College seemed like such a good idea
Starting at age live you go to school or II years to
learn the hasics -- reading, spelling, study habits, predicting what teachers want -- then aspire to a higher institution.
Then, as a junior in high school, the nightmare begins.
First, it’s the alphabet soup examinations
PSAT, SAT.
AP, ACT, CTBS
that are supposed to determine whether
you should bother with college or head straight for the unemployment line. People who don’t graduate from college,
teachers say, don’t get the hest jobs. You become eager.
Then, as a senior the nightmare continues. Your SAT
score is matched with your GPA and, using some ancient
Egyptian formula, you can tell whether or not you will qualify to attends hallowed four-year university.
As you fill out those UC and CSU applications, you try
and make that summer job at Burger King sound like a corporate executive position with a company car. You list the
scholastic honors you received, including the fourth grade
spelling bee and the citizenship award you won with 100
others in second grade. You become nervous.
Then, you pay people at these distinguished halls of
learning to evaluate you. They wonder, as they read your
life history, whether or not you are smart, unique or rich
enough to merit a college education. Does he belong to the right
Opinion
clubs? What about those oh-so-important extracurricular activities? Does he have dandruff?
Herpes? Holdings in South Africa? You become worried.
Then, when the enlightened selectors decide you are
indeed college material, you pay more money to buy what
experts have to tell. First, the experts tell you to buy a hook.
usually written by someone else. After that, they tell you to
come and listen to a lecture based on the hook.
Finally. they test you based on what you learned from
the hook and lectures that were based on the works of someone else, Does being an expert mean knowing how to select
the right hook? You become skeptical.
Then, during college, you discover many people like
yourself who can’t decide what they want to he when they
grow up The are told by advisers that sociology majors

Brian
Fedrow

will never make the big bucks hut that accountants can start
at $25,0(10 a year. They hear liberal studies majors don’t get
the jobs but engineering majors have bright futures in major
corporations. They hear that human performance majors are
wasting their time but that pre-med biology majors are making a good investment in their lives. They wonder if money
really does make the world go round. You become disillusioned.
Then, after becoming solidly entrenched in your
major, you wonder if you made the right choice. One expert
says you’re a "C" hut another says "B -"and still another.
who knows you only by social security number, rates you
an "A." You sit in classes’and wonder how you’ll find a
job based on textbook knowledge learned in a stale classroom. You stare suspiciously at your peers and wonder how
he rates or if she has better connections than you. You wonder how to get on the expert’s good side. Does the expert
have a good side? When the wrong answer is given, you
wonder what the expert thinks. Does he think I’m stupid?
Does he care if I’m here? Do I want to he here? You become
disoriented.
Then, as the magic graduation date nears, you pause to
reflect. You realize that what you learned isn’t nearly as important as who you have become. You have become the expert by giving them what they want. You have come
through the diploma factory relatively unscathed. You have
played the game well and will soon receive a piece of paper
that will take you to the next level.
Do you feel likes whore?

Automobiles undermining society
Henry Ford has a lot to answer tOr - almost solely, he
is responsible for the mess we are in today.
He convinced Americans in the first half of the century
that everyone could, and should, own an automobile. Today
most Americans are convinced they can’t live without one.
Is the attachment we have to the automobile, and the
way of life it represents, worth the price we are paying?
Granted, most of us have heard it again and again, hut before you decide, consider, or reconsider, the following:
Pollution. Automobiles pollute the environment in
two ways fuel production and consumption.
The process of extracting fossil fuel from the earth and
transporting it to and from refineries has produced a number
of environmental disasters. Oil
spills can stretch for miles on the
Opinion
ocean and have killed countless
species of marine fauna and flora. The number of marine
birds that have died to satisfy our automobile lix isn’t tragic, it’s sickening.
Oil slicks are a minor problem compared to the amount
of pollutants spewed into the atmosphere with every stroke
of a piston engine.
Silicon Valley is a testimonial it’s one of those
places where people can actually see what they breathe.
It’s sometimes hard to believe the Diablo hills are only
five miles east of downtown San Jose. Yet, look out any
Silicon Valley window with an unobstructed eastern view
on any given day, and chances are the hills won’t he visible.
Malaise and War. Because the Western World is so
dependent on the Middle East to fuel its luxuries, there is a
constant strain on international relations.
Western society is crippled every time the fuel flow
from the Third World is interrupted. Billions of dollars are
thrown away on wasteful militaries each year just to protect
the West’s interest in Middle Eastern oil fields.
Westerners live with a constant fear of losing their
children in a conflict over oil rights. A brutal war still rages
between Iran and Iraq over oil -rich territory and the wealth
it promises.
Terror on the highway. It’s startling to think we consider the death of tens of thousands of Americans each year
an acceptable sacrifice just to keep our automobiles.
Only recently, has it become socially unacceptable to
drive in a state of intoxication, which is akin to having a Ii -

Andy
Bird
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Letters to the Editor
Disabled students need more spaces
Editor,
This letter is about the construction at Seventh and San
Carlos streets. The closure of the parking lots has eliminated at least 14 parking spaces for disabled students and
employees. Those spaces had allowed for easy access to the
Music and Art buildings, Clark Library and Student Union
(not to mention the nearby buildings and classrooms).
As a disabled student with extreme difficulty walking.
I ask anyone with healthy capabilities to imagine having to
travel in pain and/or with great effort from Eighth and San
Salvador streets, the Seventh Street garage, or Seventh and
San Fernando to get to the Student Union or the Music
Building.
I understand the need for the construction and equipment access. however. I don’t believe there was any
thought for the needs and rights of disabled persons. I also
understand more spaces are supposed to he set aside at some
time or another in the area of Fifth and San Carlos but that is
not "easy" access to the buildings in question either.
I ask the university to reconsider the wholesale closure
of the parking areas and reopen a few spaces for the disabled closer to the center of campus. Thank you
Judy Dunn
Junior
Musk
Star

cense for manslaughter.
We have become immune to the horrifying statistics of
death and maiming caused by the automobile, yet we
scream with hatred when fellow countrymen are victims of
terrorist attacks.
Mental health. Most Americans who drive have two
personalities. The stable, reasonable person who opens the
car door Is transformed instantly into a vindictive, spiteful
ogre as he sits down behind the wheel.
So much as hint that you might impede their progress
on the freeway, and you are the victim of obscene hand gestures, and blaring horns. People turn into agressors when
they are drivers, and everyone else on the road is an enemy.
Perhaps a fresher approach would he to visualize what
life would be like if Henry Ford had been a farmer instead
of an inventor.
Imagine, if you will, a world without automobiles:
The pollution problem would not exist to the extent
it does today. Yes, we would even he able to breathe in Los
Angeles.
We could let the nations of the Middle East live in
peace, and not live in fear of senseless conflict that could
cost the planet earth. We would have no reason to hate the
Ayatollah.
We wouldn’t have to face the morning and afternoon
commute, we could learn to he civil to each other again.
We would save American lives, not only at home,
but abroad as well. The United States would have no reason
to exploit weaker nations to maintain a way of life, hence
save its citizens from terrorism.
Crazy. you say’?
What would I lenry Ford have preferred?

US- SOVIET
DIPLOMACY

In Quintessence

Wars is escalating arms race

Editor,
The recent summit in Iceland between the super powers failed to reach an agreement because of the Strategic Defense Initiative, or what is popularly’ called Star Wars.
At first one would wonder why Russia is all that hothered about the United States building up a defense system
and would tend to blame Moscow for the failure, as Washington has done. But a closer look at this massive project in
space will tell us why even we should be concerned about it
There is basically a very line line between defense and
offense. What Reagan calls the insurance policy for Amer
ica is nothing hut another dimension of the arms race thi!
Russia will eventually counter by developing a similar si
tem.
So where would we have reached in terms of reductions in a nuclear arms race’? Even the scientists agree the
so-called shield against nuclear missiles is not feasible for
the next 10 to 15 years and is definitely not a fool -proof system against all missiles. Besides. if nuclear arsenals are to
he ultimately dismantled, what purpose does Star Wars
serve’?
The administration has made the issue sound very
complicated which only it can negotiate. However, it is for
Americans to realize it is our money that is going into escalating the arms race and in the process is threatening to jeopardize our own security.
Mahesh Jethanandani
Graduate Student
Electrical Engineering

Freedom of speech is for everyone
Editor,
I commend Interim Academic Vice President Arlene
Okerlund on her letter in opposition to subjecting any particular column or columnist in the Spartan Daily to
censorship.
I appreciated the way she tied this whole issue to the
business of a university. A university should encourage the
free publication of ideas and promote discourse. A university is no place for censorship.
A more correct response to an article such as that written by Mr. Hintz ("Fairy Tales" Oct 10,) might be an eloquent letter to the editor refuting his ideas. On the other
hand, to ignore him would be just as acceptable. Some people may think his ideas to be so outrageous as to be undeserving of serious commentary. And I think rightly so.
But Mr. Hintt’s column has no hearing on his right to
print it. The concept of free speech and the free exchange of
ideas is so important that we must defend the right of Mr.
Hintz to print his trash. By defending his right to speak I
seek to ensure the same right for myself and others.
I think the concept of free speech also implies the right
to take any position on an issue. he it narrow-minded and
bigoted or thoughtful and tolerant and then to print it. Even
if it is mean and nasty.
It disappoints me when some of my fellow liberal
thinkers, who work so hard to advocate the protection of
constitutional rights, break ranks and advocate subjecting
those of a different view or style to censorship.
I hope Mr. Hintz’ s column continues as long as he desires to write it. I also hope to see articles, editorials and letters to the editor written in response to his crazy ideas.
Dennis R. Stevens
Senior
Nursing

Craig
Quintana

Ring-a-ling, ding-a-la-1gs
Sisty-four shopping days before Christmas and the
Associated Students hoard of directors started
giving out gifts.
In a fit of fiscal generosity. the A.S. board unanimously waived two of its own budget stipulations last
week to allow six A.S. Program Board members to attend an all -expense -paid conference in San Jose.
Price tag: $906 which includes $186 for a
hotel room at San Jose’s Red Lion Inn. The hoard also
bypassed another stipulation limiting the number of
members the program hoard could send to a conference to two. The registration lee is $120 apiece: we’re
sending six people.
A.S. President Tom Boothe defended the action,
saying he had to defer judgment to the A.S. board and
Program Board Director Verde Alexander. He said
they know what they’re doing and assured me this
isn’t a frivolous expense.
"Verde is the director of the program board and
she has to choose if that’s an appropriate expenditure." he said. "I think it’s legitimate."
Really’
"Iin just glad I wasn’t voting on this one to tell
the truth," Boothe said.
Yes, that was fortunate for him. It saved him
t mm the predicament of bucking the rest of the board
or following up on their stupidity.
Both Booth and Alexander said the room is
needed so conferees all six of ’cm can mingle
with event sponsors and other contacts during the conterence. Trying to bring them hack to campus, they
say, would inhibit things.
"Odds are pretty slim that you can draw them to
SJSU." Boothe said.
Alexander had another compelling reason.
"The Red Lion Inn, from what I understand, is
lairly remote from anything else. even though it’s in
downtown San Jose," she said during the A.S. meeting.
Actually, it’s about three miles from campus.
Just follow First Street north to the airport and look for
the multistory, expensive looking hotel.
(I’d even offer to chauffeur program board memhers and their contacts for half what they’re shelling
out for the room.).
But that wasn’t the only reason they had to have
the room.
"We need someplace to crash, or to meet with
performers and other programmers." Alexander said.
If it’s really that important. then why skimp. If a
room is required to conduct the weighty business at
hand, then getting a better room would seem lobe better for business. The hest rooms at the Red Lion go for
$150 a night.
The A.S hoard can afford it; they’ve got lots of
money.
When asked, surprisingly enough, by an A.S. director why so many program hoard members had to
go. Alexander said she wanted all of them in have the
opportunity. She added that none should have to fork
over their own expenses.
"It’s the only conference for the program hoard,
and I wouldn’t ask my chairs to pay out of their own
pockets." Alexander said.
That’s right, just dip into the students’. They’re
pretty deep.
Since all students are technically members of the
AS., the rest of us non -program board memhers
should feel free to make similar funding requests.
All -expense -paid trips to Washington D.C. for
political science majors, and excursions to Greece for
anthmpology majors could he sold on exactly the
same merits as the program hoard conference.
If you have a request, just drop off it off at the
A.S. or program hoard offices in the Student Union.
Who knows, the way the money’s been giving out lately, you might just get your wish.
Merit doesn’t seem to matter.
Craig Quintana Is an assistant city editor, who
would like the A.S. hoard to know that he’d welcome a trip to the Bahamas. In Quintessence appears every Monday.
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Immigration bill to spawn market in false papers
SAN DIEGO (AP)
A phony Social Security card
worth $5 at a swap meet today will skyrocket in price along
with other such documents once the federal amnesty program for illegal aliens begins, immigration experts say .
A brisk business in fake documents already is done.
but new outlets will crop up to meet the demand of aliens
trying to qualify for amnesty under the recently passed immigration reform bill.
"If I had been an undocumented alien for the last four
years. I would have been trying to prove I have not been in
this country . Now I am being asked to prove that I was
here," said Herman Baca, head of the Committee on Chicano Rights in San Diego.
The Inunigration and Naturalization Service hasn’t yet
said what documents will he required to qualify under amnesty., which would allow illegal aliens who arrived in the
United States before Jan I. 1982 and can prove they have
been here continuously to stay and eventually he eligible for
citizenship.
There are no estimates of how many of the 3 million to
12 million illegal aliens in the United States will seek am nest s

U.S.
Six months after the immigration hill becomes law, a
12 -month application period for legalization will begin in
which aliens will he required to have proof of continuous
residence dating to 1982. Congress said the best evidence of
continuous residence would he employment -related forms
such as pay stubs. The hill allows the attorney general to
add alternative criteria.
"The people we run into now may have three or four
pieces of identification that was legally issued but based on
false documentation." said Allen Wuhrman, assistant district director of investigations for the INS in San Diego.
Though fake documents are readily as ail:if-4e along

House rises above the flood waters
The next
PETALUMA (API
time the rampaging Petaluma River
roars through town. Mike McGough
will rise to the occasion.
He plans to watch the spectacle
from the comfort of his lis ing room
which, along with the rest of his home.
will he perched on nine -foot risers.
"I’m going to sit in an easy chair
and watch the boat races." said Mc Gough, a civilian employee with the
Army in San Francisco. "We’ve been
flooded three times in the last five
years. ’
Construction crews have five
weeks of work kft, hut his wife, Sharon. can see the home complete, sitting atop a carport, workshop and storage area.
"I’m going to feel very safe and
very secure about my family and my
animals." she said.
Like others who live near the
river, the family can go into a wellworn litany of how the muddy waters
rose into their homes to a height of five
feet in 1982. a few inches in 1983 and
16 inches in 1986,
"We just couldn’t go through it
again," said Sharon McGough.
Her husband said out-of-pocket
costs for past flood repairs totaled
more than 540,000 and figured the

home improvement will cost $25,1810.
Many’ area homeowners have
moved and now rent out their homes.
Others are trying to sell without much
Success.

"I didn’t want to leave so I decided to try something different," Mc Gough said.
He couldn’t afford to move, saying frequent flooding has lowered the

value of his $120,000 tract homes to
less than $85,000.
"I think we’ve really started
something here," said his wife. "A lot
of people are calling."
McGough says he isn’t worried
about muddy waters hitting the new
carport and workshop.
"All I will have to do is go in and
hose it out," he said.

Police officers absolved
in mistaken shooting death
GI I. \ DALE I API
The district object in Gonzalez’ s hands.
attorneys olfice has decided against
Deputy District Attorney Herb
prosecuting three Glendale police offiLapin said one officer told Gonzalez
cers for the shooting death of a 23 Alvarado to drop what he thought was
year-old man whose remote TV chana weapon at least 12 times.
nel changer was mistaken for a gun.
"Gonzalez ignored his comJavier Gonzalez Alvarado was
shot late June 1 at Pacific and Elk mands and at one point said. ’Shoot
me,
shoot,
shoot,’ " the district attorstreets as the officers responded to reports that a man was in the street point- ney’s report said.
ing a gun at cars.
All three officers fired at the man,
"The first oll leer to arrive at the hitting him 12 times, He died the next
ohsersed
Gonzalez
standing
location
day of multiple gunshot wounds to the
in the intersection oi pacific and Elk, lungs and liver. The autopsy showed
holding his arms outstretched in front signs of hallucinogenic PCP and coof him. The first ot I icer noted a shiny caine, the coroner’s office has said.
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Irish cans have been converted to mu,ical ballot boxes at Newbury Park
I I igh School: Whichever sound accumulates the most garbage wins.
Under the polling plan called
’Trash Your Favorite Music.** the re. eptacle marked "heavy metal" won
the first week, country and western
vv on the second week and last week’s
’sinner was new -wave music.
School officials noted a marked
decrease in litter during the first three
ceks of balloting.

"There’s a noticeable difference
with trash on campus," said Florence
Lawyer, principal of the school, 15
miles west of Los Angeles.
Kathy Carroll. 16, associated student government parliamentarian, said
she got the idea from a booklet a friend
brought home from summer camp.
"There’s been a had trash problem at this school.** she said. "and
we’ve also had a problem of what
(music) to play on Fridays. This is our
way to solve two problems al once."
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"Aliens coming across the border are always looking
for documents, anything that would enhance their efforts to
stay here." he said. "I just led l there’s going to bean influx
of aliens trying to heat this new plan "

Steve
Gregg,
Border Patrol supers isor

much ot the 2,000-mile U.S.-Mexico border, Wuhrman
said most of the phony paper is peddled at the aliens’ destination, often the Los Angeles area. The amount of law enforcement along the border increases the risk of operating a
phony document business.
"Basically what they’re buying right now is employment, and that means a Social Security card, a driver’s license or a birth certificate. The employer asks for documentation, and they go out and find a document vendor,"
Wuhrman said.
Siese Gregg, a supervisor in the anti smuggling unit of
estigattg. said
the t
Border Patrol and a former iritud

"Aliens coming across the border are always looking
for documents, anything that would enhance their efforts to
stay here," he said. "I just leel there’s going to bean influx
of aliens trying to beat this 11Ch plan. ’
Peter Larahee, an immigration attorney and former
head of the INS detention facility at El Centro. Calif., said
when the INS begins accepting amnesty applications, there
will he two fraudulent applications for every real one.
"San Diego Gas & Electric doesn’t care whether its
bills are used to (fraudulently) support an amnesty case. It’s
the same thing with rent receipts." he said. "I heard a
rumor that a source in Tijuana for 5200 will falsify everything an amnesty candidate needs."

Nurses on drugs
Health professionals prone to committing ’crime of ’80s’
LOS ANGELES (API
Even
as a little girl, Mary dreamed of
being a nurse, and when she grew
up, her dream came true. In time,
she graduated with honors from
nursing school and became a head
nurse for a prestigious Los Angeles
hospital, bringing relief to cancer
patients.
Five years later. Mary was
locking herself in the bathroom on
her ward to inject herself with drugs.
It got so had that one night, she
wheeled a locked narcotics cart into
an empty patient room and staged a
break-in, stuffing more than 400
vials and 125 pills into a brown
paper hag to take home.
Mary’s biggest shock, once she
was discovered and forced into treatment, was that she was not the only’
nurse who ever became addicted to
the drugs she learned about in
school.
The second biggest shock w is
that she could admit she had a profilem with drugs w ghoul losing her
white cap and her license.
In California. things have
changed for addicted nurses, as well
as for addicted doctors and pharmacists.
The Board of Registered Nursing has officially recognized drug
addiction as a disease, a "treatable
iIt’’ that should he cured rather than
punished.
For the first time, in the past
year. Mary and 235 nurses like her
have been given the opportunity to
enter the states unique diversion
program, aimed at helping nurses to
rehabilitate themselves and recover
their jobs and self-esteem.
A few years ago. Mary’ (not her
real name) would have been arrested
in her supervisor’s office and carted

away to all
It still happens, 16 drug -abusing nurses were arrested in a one-day
"roundup" coordinated by officials
in Illinois earlier this year.
But Marshal D. Wilkerson, diversion program manager for the
state Board of Registered Nursing.
doesn’t believe public shaming is the
answer for what he calls "the crime
of the 80s": drug use, especially
among health professionals.
Diversion seems to work for
health professionals because of their
addiction patterns, experts say. They
generally start using drugs to treat
themselves for pain, rather than to
get high. They continue because of
the availability of drugs and they
steadfastly believe they understand
drugs well enough to control their
use or them. Once they admit their
addiction, their motivation to change
is incredible. Wilkerson said.
Drug -addicted doctors and
pharmacists have similar diversion
options, and hundreds now practice
in the state as they recover.
The programs don’t always
work: Twelse percent in the nurses’
program dropped out, and over four
years. 40 percent in the doctors* program couldn1 continue. But without
help, one study several years ago in
San Francisco lound that one nurse
died every use weeks of a drug
overdose.
During Mars ’s sevencylears of
addiction. she stayed at jobs less
than a year, so itching hospitals
every time someone got suspicious.
She bought drugs on the street
to supplement the pure stuff she
stole from hospitals. smoking 20
ioints of marijuana a day after shooting 200 milligrams of Demerol into
her thighs.

Associated
Students
Leisure
Services is having its last day to sign
up for "Lifestyle Exploration Series
I from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. today
in the A.S. Business Office on the
rliird floor of the Student Union. Call
Itrian Burke at 277-2858 for more in t ormation.
The Asian American Christian
Fellowship is holding its weekly meeting at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Student
Union Costanoan Room. Call Don
Chin at 997-7808 for more information.
The Women’s Center will hold a
debate on "The Role of the Judiciary
in a Democratic Society: the case of
Rose Bird." at 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
P m today in the Student Union Guadalupe Room. Call Wendy or Rebecca
at 277-27(17 for more information.
Hillel Jewish Student Association
will have a "Tuesday Lunch and
learn" at noon tomorrow at the Cam-

pus Christian Center. Call Sandra Silver at 294-8311 for more information.
The SJSU College Republicans
will have an executive meeting at
12:30 p.m. today in the Student Union
Pacheco Room. Call Paul Romero at
281-7322 for more information.
The Chemistry Department will
have a seminar featuring Dallas
Rakenstein from the University of California at Riverside at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow in Duncan Hall, Room 505.
Call Irene Falleman at 277-2366 for
more information.
The Sierra Club will have a meeting at 3:30 to 4:10 p.m. tomorrow in
the Student Union Montalvo Room.
The Human Resource Administration Club will have a meeting at 5
p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union
Pacheco Room. Call Denise Romano
at 297-7393 for more information.

The Asian Business League will
have a membership meeting featuring
guest speakers Jim Paige from Apple
Computer and Kevin Warner from the
Spartan Bookstore at 5:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Almaden
Room. Call Sandy Valdez at 251-2600
for more information.

PRSSA will have its monthly
meeting at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Almaden Room . Call Lisa
at 295-4990 or Tom at 866-0841 for
more information.
The A.S. Program Board will
feature violinist Mischa Lefkowitz at 8

Akin Hochdort
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’I tell like a walking scream on
the inside. she said

It got so bad that one
night, she wheeled a
locked narcotics cart
into an empty patient
room and staged a
break-in, stuffing
more than 400 vials
and 125 pills into a
brown paper bag . . .
Mostly she thought she was
alone. But support groups in Los
Angeles include fonner addicts from
virtually every major hospital in the
region, according to registered nurse
Jean Sullivan. herself a recovering
addict who started Dkiovery. the
city’s first organized support group
for recovering nurses.
A 1980 Drug Enforcement Administration study of 1.359 hospitals
found that nurses were involved in
70 percent of drug thefis, pharmacists in 13 percent. pharmacy’ technicians in tt percent and doctors and
others in the remaining cases.
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p.m tomorrow in the Music School
Concert Hall. Call Andy Slean at 2772708 for more information.
The Flying 20s will have a meeting at 8 p.m. tomorrow at the San Jose
Jet Center. Call Dean at 377-8207 for
more information.

PARTY
FOR
LESS

Assistant Co-Op Managers
Steve Weekly
Katherine Etrigann

By the iime supervisors confronted her w kb obviously forged
narcotics records, her car was repossessed and her home was about to be
oreclosed

Put more fun
in your
Halloween!

IV1,11001 P Fox
Production teenager
Rtchard Nan
Mereeting Manager
Jett Ogden
Co-Op Advertising Manager

An Director

Mary never used the veins in
her arms: "That was a junkie habit.
and I was a nurse.’ she said.

Spartaguide

57.50
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he expects a glut of phony documents tram aliens who have
been in the United States and from those still sneaking into
the country.

’Aliens coming across the border are always looking for documents,
anything that would enhance their efforts to stay here . . . I just feel
there’s going to be an influx of aliens trying to beat this new plan.’

SAVE

1O%.40% OFF
EVERYDAY
PARTY NEEDS
ON ALL
Trick or Treat Favors 4c -19c

PARTY FOR LESS

10580 S De ANZA BLVD.
(408 725-8334 CUPERTINO

(BEHIND
COCO’S)

NOW OPEN

2042 EL CAMINO REAL
(INSIDE THE MALL)
MERVYN’S PLAZA
(408) 248-8096 SANTA CLARA

Halloween
Costumes
Make-up
Decorations
Plates & Napkins
Party
Invitations
Trick or Treat
Favors
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Perez, Jackson help SJSU cage Tigers, 44-15
FOOTBALL, from page I
The Spartans came out strong
right at the start, taking the opening
kick-off and driving 73 yards in 10
plays, with Kenny Jackson taking the
hall in from the 3 -yard line for the first
of his three touchdowns on the day.
The Tigers managed to pull even
at 7-7 after they blocked a Spartan
field goal attempt.
Two plays later UOP tied the
game on an 80-yard touchdown pass
from Hue Jackson to Booker Guyton.
With the score tied at seven.
SJSU wasted a golden opportunity to
add another first-quarter TD when
Jackson coughed up the hall on the Tigers’ one -yard line, a habit which has
plagued the Spanans throughout mtist
of the season,
SJSU’s main concern going into
the game was to curtail the turnovers.
Shea said.
The Spartans’ only turnover in
the game was Jackson’s goal -line fumble.
"I’m happy with the offense that
we didn’t turn the hall over a lot,"
Pere/ said. "They came with some
blit/es. but they weren’t able to get
back there because we have a great oftensive line."
The offensive line did not allow
Pere/ to be sacked, had numerous big
blocks and opened up holes for the
running backs.
"That’s the name of the ball
game, and that’s why we can score 44
points," SJSU offensive guard David
Dia/-Infante said. "Physically we
knew that we were a lot bigger and
stronger than they were. That allowed
us to really blow ’em off the hall."

Abraham Haile Daily staff photographer
SPO;

quarterback Mike Pere/ Hiroo lor a PCA A record

14508

yards in the Spartans* 44-15 win over Pacific

With slightly more than over five
minutes left in the first half. the Spartans took the lead for good as Sergio
Olivine/ hooted a 28 -yard field goal.
making the score 10-7.
Then with just 1:57 left in the half
SJSU drove 87 yards, capped off by
Jackson’s second touchdown ot the .11
ternoon

But the Spartans were not through
yet.
Linebacker Sam Kennedy then
intercepted a Tiger pass with time running out in the first half.
One play later with the hall on the
UOP 24 -yard line, Pere/ hit Guy Liggins in the end /one to give SJSU a 237 halftime lead.
The Tigers came roaring back at
the start of the third quarter, driving 74
yards on eight plays, scoring on a 23 yard touchdown pass to wide out Kennedy Bryant.
After a succesful two-point conversion, it was 23-15.
Tiger quarterback Jackson was 13
of 23 for 260 yards, hut threw a pair of
interceptions.
The wishbone offense couldn’t
get it going on the ground either. as
Jackson himself had the most rushing
yardage on the team in the game. with
38.
Along with Kennedy’s interception, cornerback K.C. Clark picked
one off.
The defense also sacked the Tigers’ Jackson twice, and recovered a
fumble.
"It was a pivotal game for us."
Clark said. "As a result, we were
emotionally and ph) sic,ul Is up for it.
and we hit hard."
For the Spartans oftensiv el . they
gained 216 yards on the ground. the
hest total this year for the Spartans
Jackson ran kw I II yards. the
fourth time this season he has run for
more than 1(X) yards. He also added a
founh-quarter touchdown run, his 10th
this season.
Jackson explained that mixing up
the plays between the run and the pass
helps his game.
"It’s good to mix it up like that.
It’ll take them (the defense) off me and
when they turn around and key on
Mike (Pere’) it’ll open up my running
game.’’ Jackson said.
The receivers. especially Lalo
Malauulu, benefited from Pereis performance. Malauulu caught eight

passes for 133 yards.
But Pere/ used almost all of his
receivers in the game. including Liggins live times for 92 yards and one
touchdown, Corte/ Thomas three
times for 64 yards and Kenny Roberts
three times for 168 yards and a score.
Wide receiver Stephen Crawford
added a late touchdown reception of
35 yards on a fake reverse by Pere/.
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Soccer team thanks Lord for two goals in upset win over Cal
By David Rickard

hut land ...cored On an cuss
follow-up to give the home team a surprising 2-0 advantage.
Menende/ said jumping out to a quick lead gave his
team an important edge.
by Bears’ goalie Todd I larmon.

Daily staff writer

The SJSU soccer team, play mg what coach Julie Menende/ called it’s best game of the year. got a pair of goals
from Matt Lord in the first half and made them stand up in a
2-1 upset over Cal on Saturday at Spartan Stadium.
The v ictom improved the Spartans’ season mark to 67-3. including a I-3 record in the Pacific Soccer Conference. The Bears lost tor only the third time this year, dropping to 12-3-2 overall and 0- I -I in conference.
"Overall, our guys played a really good game." said
Menende/. "In fact. I’d say it was our best game of the
year.
It certainly was Lord’s finest outing this season. The
senior forward put the favored Bears in an early- hole when
he scored off an Ingi Ingason assist at the 10:34 mark of the
first half.
Buoyed by their lead. the Spartans kept the ball in Cal
territory for most of the remainder of the hall. With 17:09
gone in the period. forward Scott Chase had a shot deflected

Spartans split
pair of women’s
sports on road
The SJSU volleyball wain de
feated ITC -Santa Barbara in I use games
Saturday at Santa Barbara in its final
match on its current road trip.
The Spartans entertain IV -Irvine
tonight at 7:30 in Spartan (iy.m.
The SJSU field hockey squad was
blanked by Pacific in Stockton on Sat urday..3-0.
It was the third consecutive win
and second shutout for the first -place
Tigers against the Spanans this sea
son.
Look for complete game details
for both solleyball and field hockey in
tomorrows edition of the Spartan
Daily.

"There’s a psychological thing to going up early.’’ he
said. "We played a great first half...

was %et-) cite,
.1nd Rob Allen won most of his headers
point
Ikleray almost scored moments earlier after stealing against Deleray
"Overall, es ery hod) played well. It was a good team
the hall from Chase, hut the ball hit the side bar and
bounced Out of bounds.
’I thought our defense played real well,’’ said Menen- effortS1;11 finished with 13 shots on goal, compared with
de/ "Gangale had some great saves. and (Nick) Rotteveel 114 for the Bears.
II the !salvia)

The Spartans also turned in a strong second half, maintaining the shutout until (’al’s Mike lkleray finally scored
on a header with three minutes left in the gaine.
The Bears pulled out all the stops in the closing minutes to stave off defeat, hut a crucial mistake by (’al’s Martin Farris picking up the hall in the open field, apparently
allowed the
under the impression a foul had been called
Spanans to run out the clock .
After keeping the v kiting team on the deilliSIS s’ tor
much of the opening halt. the Spartans had to o cagier a
strong comeback attempt in the final 45 minutes. Goalie Joe
Gangale had most of his 10 saves hollowing internoission,
including two acrobatic stops within a minute of each other

pizza is
The best custom-made
hot, fresh, has real dairy cheese,
an assortment of carefully selected
toppings on a perfect gold
crust...and is delivered to you in
thirty minutes or less.

"Something else you may have mythed
eklli1.-

Domino’s Pizza Delivers.’"

f11.,

Fact More than Rh% of 111. population at SJSII I
read the Spartan Daily

298-4300

Moll Mimi

510 S. 10th Street

I "111.111. 111(11.111,1(11111111-adscilIWInelll

The Deluxe
5 items for the price of 41
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Onions,
Green Peppers, & Sausage
12" Deluxe: $ 9.95
16" Deluxe: $1429

si 11,04 11110soapro

926-4200

Scads 115".. of She population at SJSU
reading the Spartan Daily also read the
advertisement.. More than 75".. of these
people tote the ads as ’good.- "yews
good.- or "excellent "

Fact

Molt

1909 Tully Road

251-6010

mud...P.a.. pis"

2648 Alum Rock Ave

Fact Nearly 60% of the SJSU population has an
annual 111C0,11.1 of 25.000 or 1110fr M011.
than IN% have a yearly income of at ,ant
930.000

Open for Lunch!
1 lam -lam Sun.-Thurs.
1 1 am 2am Fri. Sat.
Tully Rd. 8, Allum Rock Av. stores

ap.tufrial 1.).Auf

All Pizzas Include Our Special
Blend of Sauce and
1000/0 Real Cheese.

Catch the Excitement
on 3 Big Screen TVs

Hungry Hour
Free 20 Foot Buffet
4:30-6:30 M-F

Additional Items
Ground Beef, Green Peppers, Ham,
Extra Cheese, Pepperoni,
Mushrooms, Black Olives, Onions,
Sausage, Pineapple, Jalapenos.
Extra Thick Crust
.99 per item
12" pizza
16" pizza $1.45 per item

Menu

Drop In For Monday Night Football At

750 Kamikazes
(after each touchdown)
$1.00 Draft
$1.50 Margaritas
& Sangria

Limited portions of 9 items for the
price of 5! Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Ground Beef, Sausage,
Green Peppers, Onions, and
Black Olives. Extra Cheese
12" Price Destroyer : $10.94
16" Price Destroyer : $15.74

Z 4
SN0

Hours:

If you are MV7HOL(KilS7 who has Mythed out on advertising In the Spartan Dails
then please allow us to enlighten you to the demographic infrontatIon on the people
who read the Spartan Daily. and we’ll send you medI 611 that contains the Info,
motion you need to reach 22.000 warm bodies

Call 277-3171 Today!

111

The ExtravaganZZa

Domino’s Pizza Prices
12’

Coke
18
$ 8 40
$ 994
S 1 1 39
$ 1 2 84
$1429
$I 5 74
$1 7 19
$1864
$2009
$21 54
$2299

O99,1
$ 6 98
$ 797
$896
$ 995
$ 10 94
$ 1 1 93
$1 2 92
$ 13 91
$1490
$1589

Cheese
1 item
2 item
3 item
4 Item
5 item
6 own
7 item
8 aem
9 item
10 oem

Free Extra Sauce’
/16 oz. bottle, $.75

All prices subject to sales tax.
Our drivers do not carry
more than $20.00
Limited delivery areas
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$1.00 off any pizza!
One coupon per pizza
Expires November 3, 1986

GO WILD THIS WED. NIGHT
When D.B. Cooper’s
gives away 200 tickets
to the new movie
"GETTING WILD"

Fast, Free Delivery

Off!

298-4300
510 S. 10th Street

279-JUMP * 163 W. Santa Clara St.
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Week to stress gay pride, public education
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By Stott I.. Hamilton
nell said.
Daily stall writer
"We were concerned that the week he as
With the advent today ot SJSL’s Gay, and
credible as possible. and it was geared with that
Lesbian Awareness Week, organizers say their in mind," O’Connell said.
intentions are twofold.
C’ommencing from a moral angle. a panel
Not only do they hope to give homosex- today will tackle the question. "Is gay good’’’
uals’ pride in themselves, hut also to educate
Calling the religious question the "biggest
the public and bring about a better understand ingot gays and lesbians according to co -coor- stumbling block hyr society as a whole."
O’Connell said the panel will discuss the right
dinator Martha O’Connell.
of gays and lesbians to haw human dignity
To that end, the speech and panels schedDrawn to encompass a 55 ide anet) ol
uled are geared to entOrce the week’s theme.
"Understanding Ourselves. F.ducating Oth- faiths, a bible scholar, a pastor, a member of
the Sha’ar Zahas congregation and a dignitary
ers.’ O’Connell said .
Slated are appearances by such dkerse of the Roman Catholic Church are scheduled to
guests as a pastor from the Calvary Metropol- participate .
itan Community, Church, a lesbian SWUM litter
1.1811148TOW’s panel will address lesbian
and an AIDS project community coordinator concerns. O’Connell said she tell ii N as approfrom the Santa Clara County Health Depart- priate that a siend ham segment ol the week
ment.
conic front this petspecio.c.
Panelists V.erc chown carefully, O’Con"(Men in the gay rights mit5ement. leshi-

AWARENESS 9
WEEK
ills lind Oh:nisch es in secondary positions it
leadership. so their issues are often sub
merged." she said.
Being a woman and a lesbian puts two
strikes against you." she said, so being a lesbian is a "double negative."
O’Connell will mediate the lesbian panel,
which will include SJSU counseling Prof. Wiggsy Siverisen, crusader tin: homosexual rights.
and Kathleen Arzaga, co-president of the Gay
and Lesbian Student
Wednesday, San Francisco Supervisor
Harr) Britt will speak on "Gay Politics, Gay

6,4 -

$4
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Cr%
Rni Tuan, computer engineering senior. airbrushes "The Princess." Although "Art is long

Dense VVendler Daily staff photou,apher
and time is fleeting." according to Longfellow,
Tuan Says his work requires a lot of patience.

ith

Two bucks buys telephone tips to heat drug tests
SAN MCA 1 I Al’)
A 1151) minute tape-recorded message containing tips on how to beat drug tests in
the work place is being offered as a
premium telephone sell, ice
The tape contains inliirmation on
the lengths of time that commonly
used street drugs stay in the body and
tells how to alter urine samples to hide
evidence of drug use.
The service was started this
month by W. Evan Sloane. managing
director of group calling itself Question Authority.
"Question Authority is an attempt to focus some common sense on
what’s going on in our 1i5es." Sloane

aslant% Now 10 ems it 110115 tor gays and lesbians," O’Connell said.
Because less students are on campus Fridays, no events are scheduled that day. O’Connell said.

Both O’Connell and co-coordinator Kevin
Closing out the week. Thursday’s panel
discussion will be an attempt II, put the AIDS Johnson are members of the Staff for Individual Rights, the self-supporting group sponsorcontroversy into perspecto e. she said.
ing the week.
With appearances by health officials.
Formed in November 14145. SIR is a supO’Connell said she hopes the exchange will
bring about a more compassionate view ol the port group of SJSU staff members working for
full civil, social and economic rights for gay
5ictims of AIDS.
men and women.
Citing the appearance ot Proposition 64.
the LaRouche initiative, on this ear’s ballot
The group last sponsored a debate in
and the recent Supreme Court decision uphold- March between Siverisen and Political Science
O’Connell
said
"times
laws.
-sodomy
Prof.
ing anti
John Wettergreen.
are not exactly good for the civil rights 01 guys
All events are scheduled from 12:10 to
and lesbians."
1:45 p.m. in the Student Union Almaden
"One could argue that AIDS dealt a des - Room

Walk to put women’s
program on right foot

Steady hand

vg.
5.

am

Iii at. v, ho replaced Castro District Supervisor liarev Milk, brings a ditterent perspective to the week, A former husband and minister. Britt is a nationally recognized champion
tor the rights ol women and senior citizens, as
well as gays. O’Connell said.

GAY & LESBIAN

said hits pasi %seek. " I he little gu> is
getting beaten down by this and
doesn’t know how to defend himself
because he assumes these tests are accurate.’
Sloane gathered the information
on the tape himself by consulting with
chemists and reading journals.
Gordon Hisayasu. director of toxicology for Pacific Toxicology Laboratories in Los Angeles. said the advice is largely accurate.
"They came up with some good
ones." Hisayasu said. "I was hoping
it would he a bunch of malarkey. hut
it’s not .
Sloane declined to say how much

’none), he makes tor each call placed
to the recording.

By Frank Michael Russ, It
Daily staff writer
A fund-raising walk this week
could earn the women’s athletics program more than one- ifth id its annual
budget.
The Walk tor Women ol Sparta is
among the o.ents to he held during
SJSU Women’s Athletics Week,
hich starts today
Sixty -lour women in the community are scheduled to walk and raise
mime> lin the program. The w ilk 55 ill
he held
a.m. Saturday .it the Buil
Winter Field track on South C:impus
Walkers will take pledges Irom
twople they km tw in the community
and will walk 15 times around the
quarter-mile track. said Women’s Athletic Director Mary Zimmerman,
Among the participants 55111 he
Walk for Woman id Sparta co-ch.or55 omen flail Fullerton. S.ISC
dent. and SUsaiThe Wilson. chaffs, it
111.111 id the Santa (’bra County Board
ti Super:51,OP, /1111111C1111:111 said.
The goal tot this year’s walk, the
sisth annual. is s,I20.000. she said.
Money raised by the walk proides scholarships for students in the
55 omen’s athletics program :Ind is a
511bsiantial part of the department’s
ss.11.11(10 budget, Zimmerman said.
Walk expenses cost the department about Si5,1100, with other expenses coered by the event’s sponsors, the San Jose Mercury News ond

’The fund-raiser’s goal
is $ I 20,000, almost
one-fourth of the
program’s budget, and
will provide
scholarships.’
Mary

Zimmerman,

Women’s Athletics director

Erich Printing, she said.
Last year’s walk exceeded Its
goal, earning S130.000 or the program, Zimmerman said
Women’s Athletics Week events
begin today and include already scheduled games and free demonstrations.
Zimmerman said.
Among the week’s high points
will he the Halloween 5olleyhall
match against San Diego State University. said Karen Christiansen, women’s sports information director.
The department is planning a
hest -costume contest for the match Friday at 7:30 p.m., Christiansen said.
San Diego State is ranked first in
Collegiate Volleyball Association and
National Collegiate Athletic Association polls. SJSU is second in both
rankings.

The match should sell out. Zimmerman said, adding that discount
coupons will not be honored. Student
admission is $1: volleyball matches
are played in the Spartan Gym in the
Spartan Complex.
These demonstrations will he
held during Women’s Athletics Week:
A softball pitching demonstration today at 2 p.m. near Tower Hall.
A golf demonstration tomorrow
at 11:30 a.m, and a gymnastics demonstration at 1 p.m.. both near Tower
Hall.
On Thursday, tennis practice at
2 p.m. at South Campus and basketball practice at 4 p.m. in the Spiu-tan
Gym.
On Friday, swimming trials at
3:3 1 p m at the Spartan Pool. Spartan
Co nplex Room 7Y,
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The Sun Never Sets
on Tuesday Night

-I

1
BATHING SUIT FASHION
SHOW FOR MEN AND
WOMEN

From TFRADINF
A

Very Large Scale Invitation
from a !ethnology leader

In electronics, the era of rery large scale integration (PM has arrit ed teaming mats,
companies with products suddenly obsolete and engineering staffs struggling to catch up.
Hut not Teradyne. Thanks to $16f million spent on R & D from /98/- /986. kradyne was
ready and waiting for VIM

ALL WELL DRINKS, TAP BEER,
& WINE, ALL NIGHT *r

Ready with i’LS/ memory testers, logic testers, analog testers, board testers
Ready in Boston. .Hassarbusetts. and Woodland Hills, ( aliArnia. where leradior
develops ATE for the electronics industry.

& Terrace

Ready in Deerfield. Illinois, center for Teradyne’.’ telephone system testing operations.

750 The Pruneyard
Campbell 371-3801

Ready in Nashua. New Hampshire, where leradyne produce., bar kplane connection systems and state-of-the-art circuit board technology designated to meet l I II requirements.
This kind of technology leadership
spells growth. becitement.
Challenge. Career opportunities
you Just can’t find anywhere else.

SHARE
IN OUR
SUCCESS

Ibradyne. A company
ahead flits time.
looking for some good
people to keep it ahead,

CHINESE FOOD WITHOUT THE WAIT
LUNCH SPECIAL S1.93 M-F 11:30-2 PM

FFor more information, see
your Placement Counselor
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(Os* Rim k loom School ol Epolisiti MAN)
1 85
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Program board reports $3,000 loss
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John Duus Deity staff photographer
lane Negrych. a computer engineering senior, practices handstands with the gymnastics team. Negrych, a former team member, is now an aide for the team.

Fencing club shows
thrill of the sword
By Marj Martin
Daily staff writer
No, they weren’t filming "Robin
Hood" or an Erol Flynn movie. hut
the play was the thing Thursday for
SJSU’s fencing club.
High visibiliiy. and high hopes
were the theme as SJSU Fencing Club
members put on a three-hour fencing
demonstration in the an quad.
White fencing Jackets and masks
contrasted with the gym shorts and
leotards worn by the demonstrators.
Swordsmen lunged and parried.
occasionally whooping "iouche" as
a visual
the referee signaled a touch
surprise in an otherwise typical campus setting.
Although the club was trying to
attract new members, their underlying
motive was to attract potential fencers
to the SJSU fencing program, said
Sam Slaughter, president of the SJSU
Fencing Club.
The university has consistently
sent fencers to the Olympics, but cut
its varsity fencing funds three years
ago. said Peter Burchard. a Bay Area
fencing coach and SJSU fencing instructor.
According to the university’s
Sports Information Office. in 1984.
the lasi year of SJSU’s intercollegiate
fencing program. Peter Schifrin and
Greg Massialas represented the university at the I.os Angeles Olympics.
Another SJSU student. Joy Ellingson. won the Women’s Individual
Championship at the International Intercollegiate Championships in 1979
and 1982.
SJSU’s fencing team held the National Intercollegiate Championship
For five years in a row. 1975 through
1979

White fencing jackets
and masks contrasted
with the
demonstrators’ gym
shorts and leotards.

By Amy L. Pabalan
Daily stall writer
The ltrst 12 esents this semester cost the Associated Students Program Board approximately
$3,212, according to its monthly report.
The program board spent approximately $7,531
or shows in August and September. Income from
the events is estimated at $4,319.
Five events were completely sponsored by the
program hoard free of charge.
Two concerts resulted in deficits for the program board. The Sept. 19 concert lost S1.291 and
the Sept. 27 show lost $2.688.
’We made mistakes on the concerts,’’ said Ted
Gehrke, program hoard adviser. "This is a learning
experience and I don’t think the losses are that horrendous."
He cited the regulation prohibiting under-18,
non-SJSU students tram attending concerts in Morris Dailey Auditorium and the last-minute cancellation of the headlining act at the Sept. 27 show as reasons for the losses.
It is common for a program board’s monthly income to he approximately SO to 60 percent of its
total expenditure. Gehrke said.
"We didn’t lose moncy, said Verde Alexander, program hoard director "We did a lot oi shows

where admission was free and we didn’t make any.
money at the program.’’
The five free events included the ongoing Humble Artist Lecture Series, co-sponsored by the Art
Department. Another free event was the performance of Maiko, a drum and poetry ensemble,
which attracted an audience of 300, according to the
report.
The Wednesday Night Cinema showing of
"Pretty in Pink" made 5927, the month’s biggest
profit -maker. The Sept. 10 mos ie was also the period’s best attended event with an audience of 744
Out of the five films presented. the Aug. 27
showing of "Seven Samurai" and "Yojimbo" was
the only Wednesday Night Cinema event which
failed to turn a profit.
Ciehrke said the program hoard’s expenditures
include expense., for security, hospitality, transportation, salaries tor student workers and artists’ fees.
The members of the program board are "out in
the real world." Gehrke said "They are dealing
with agents, managers and at-lists They don’t get cut
any slack because they are student volunteers. It’s
very difficult.**
Gehrke added, "We are spreading out and getting other departments involved with the program
board.

’fed Gehrke
. program board adviser

Apple promotion
to inform students
By Brian Fedrow
Daily staff writer
Kevin Warner is gi% ing away free
hats to people who spend five minutes
in front of a computer screen.
Warner, manager of the electronics and computer department at the
Spartan 13ixikstore, said people who
come in tor a live-minute computer
demonstration receive a free hike racing cap with the "bitten" Apple Computer and SJSU logos.
The bookstore is ending a monthlong computer promotion that introduces students, faculty and staff to the
capabilities of the Apple Macintosh
system.
The October promotion also includes a chance to win a 12-speed bicycle and is similar to a contest last semester that offered a MO prim.
Warner said a drawing for the hike a ill
take place next Monday. Anyone who
attends a demonstration is automatically entered into the drawing, he said.
Warner said the promotion is
really Just a way to make the campus
aware of the usefulness of any computer, hut the Macintosh in particular.
"The quick demonstration shows
the students what a Macintosh call
do," he said. He added that the price
of the .system, S1.399. gives students
who want to use a computer for their

schoolwork a break.
Adea Fong. a student emplt,s cc
in the computer department. said the
price tag for the Macintosh includes
the monitor. keyboard and "mouse."
The mouse is a plastic controller with
rollers on the bottom, that when
moved along a board next to the monitor, will move an arrow to focus on a
specific pan of the screen.
The Macintosh printer costs an
extra $469.
Fong said people who have tried
the demonstration have found the Macintosh fun.
"First-time users find it easy."
she said. "The Macintosh is almost
like a toy. Learning one program
makes it easy to learn the others."
The five-minute demonstration
carries on the bicycle theme, a ith
graphic depictions of a racer traveling
across the screen. In addition, it e
plains the word-processing capabilities
of the system with a description of hi
cycle parts.
At the end ol the demonstration.
the user types in his name. address.
phone number and school and the
printer produces an entry form for the
bike contest.
Warner said the
bookstore only has about 40 hats left.
hut the contest for the hike is open
alter the cap supply runs out.
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This year. Burchard is only. able
to conduct three classes for beginners.
He said that there is no way more
Olympians can he trained at SJSU
until more classes are provided and a
new varsity team funded.
The pmblem, according to Burchard, is that funds for athletics are allocated according to the number of Mu dents participating in a sports
program.
There are only 90 students in the
entire fencing program, while aerobics, one of the most heavily funded
programs. has more than 60 students
per class, Burchard said.
"There is a new department
head." Burchard said. "so maybe we
can get our requests considered." One
of the reasons there are so few fencing
students is that no intermediate and advanced classes are offered, he said.
Another reason is that some other
sports have more prestige in the eyes
of the administration, according to
Burchard.
Meanwhile, students who want to
fence can join the SJSU Fencing Club,
Slaughter said. The members meet on
Tuesdays and Thursdays in SPX 089.
Also, because of varied class schedules, members have two sessions each
day, from 1:30 p.m. to 2:20 p.m. and
fmm 7 p.m. to 9 p.m..

Envision A
Career In
Vision Care.

A:PA NIGH

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1987.
The Air Force has a special program for 1987 BSNs If selected,
you can enter active duty soon
after graduationwithout waiting
for the results of your State Boards
To qualify, you must hove an
overall ’B’ average After commis
sioning, you’ll attend a five -month
internship at a major Air Force
medical facility It’s an excellent
way to prepare for the wide range
of experiences you’ll have serving
your country as on Air Force nurse
officer For more information coil
TSgt Kerri Boolovalter’s
285S. 1st SI Suite 550
San Jose, CA 95113
(408) 275-9014 collect

FORCE

The best sales people make an impact on their profession.
They set high goals and achieve them. Not because of luck,
but because of motivation, desire and intensity. If you have
the desire and self-motivation to be a winning sales person,
consider Barnes -Hind Inc.
.45 a Sales Representative Pr Barnes-Hind Inc., you can he
part of the fastest growing, most dynamic segment of the
health care market And you’ll be working with the nation’s
innovative leader in the manufacture of contact lenses,
solutions and related vision care products.

Your opportunity to make an impact on the vision care
market is now. Put your skills to work for an industry
leader. Our representatives will be on your campus Tuesday.
November II, in the Student Placement Center. Contact your
Placement Center immediately for consideration and interview appointment. If you can’t make it, please send a letter
of interest to:
Personnel Department
Barnes-lfind Inc.
89C Kifer Road
Sunnyvale, Ca 94086.

An Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer

BARNESMIND.

sr,

Ommq-luno
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A larger number of students will he eligible for financial aid, hut many students will probably receive less
money. said Donald Ryan, SJSU director of Financial Aid.
This change came from the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act which President Reagan signed Wednesday.
Student tees throughout the CSU system will increase
from 8 to 9 percent for Fall 1987. if Gov. George Deukmejian signs the California State University budget approved
Tuesday by the hoard of trustees, said Chuck Davis. CSU
public information officer.
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AUTOMOTIVE
BUGS FOR SALE.’ San Jose’s best
BUGS All guarentealth 1000, fl.
mincing. OAC Call VW Restoration at 2974200 1200 discount on
vents.* purchse w univ I D
IS IT TRUE you can buy men tor 544
through the U S Government,
Gel the loch today Cell I 3 r7
742.1142 at 8115
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COMPUTERS
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MACINTOSH

USERS

Plus
and
straight typing services oleo Call
DAYSTAR at 356.2717 Pickup
Reasonabie reln.

nships are possible. and you may
earn 2.3.4 credits per quarto, or
somoster
During your winter.
end epecially summer
breaks. full time work is available
Call today for information one an
IMandow or call Monday through
Friday betwan 10 A1/1.2 PM IPS)
275-9605 11 tir IItre is busy.
please be patient and try again
An equal opportunity company
PART TIME JOBS,’ We market auto
club memberships tor Ina math.
oil compantes Parl-tirne. easy
hours, weealy psyclhcks $7 to
115 hourly commission. compete
training provided Groot aporl.
once for your resume R C Smith
Corp .247.0570
PLAY BY DAY. wore clOse 10 campus
by night Make up to S10 hr 3
nights week
Call Deb Antley
SJSU Annual Fund, 277.9206 between 3-Spin on areadays
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Services Office Must be currently
enrolled. have good communkalion
sells.
type
45
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hrswk
15-20
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Apply CAF Bldg.. 27721117 GP line tor applying 1030
TEACHERS & AIDES for preschool
L G 0,1 area 6 ECE units prehrrod

TEACHERS FOR SMALL
preschool

with

caring

atmo-

sphere Need ECE, enthusiasm.
and creativity Flexible hours &
triondly staff Little Scholars Pre.hool. 2341474 or 2744726
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART

COMPUTER EASE Computer time or
private instruction on the IBM PC.
in Wordstar. wordperfect, taming
essistont or professional editor
South San Jose home Afternoon
ciao., only 227.1990
DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CP M AL TOS
Portables-OSBORN., RS-80
Over

500 Disk formats
$1490 a disk ..... Weed Processors...to
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IBM XT COMP* TIM E. 25811. 2 driv..
monitor, keyboard. MOP. 5695
640K. 20MB hard disk. thlve,
monitor, keyboard. $1095 Dot
matrix print., $240 I ether qua&
ItY. $29$ One block from campus
404 S 3rd St. 02 cornier of San
Salvador PC-COM 295-1606

FOR SALE
FUTONS’. Oueilly cotton products
Croats your own living & sleeping
awe with our futons. pillows
and frames Custom Futons & Pil
km* Plus. 302 El Pos. Shopping
Confer tat Sarstog & Campbell
Ace.), San Jose 376-5646 10%
dlocounl on Futons with this ad

TIME
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outspoken people to sell air lime
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good
voice and strong dadre to make
money C11 Mrs Green at 5773800
TELEPHONE

SALES-part tilde Sell
to the Mercury.

sub.flptions

News Guaranteed $4 501., plus
commission Shifts 9AM-1PM or
4 30PM-8 30PM. Mon Ed
plus
Sat Call today (406) 963-1800
HOUSEKEEPER
THOROUGH
NEEDED to Pip female student
clean custornor hordes
furnished Call 279-3396

Tramp

WANTED PERSONS INTERESTED In
PT FT.
making 1200-S1500 mo
no experlen. Call 2554875

HOUSING
AFFORDABI F HOUSING. STUDENT
DISCOUNT Filly furnished. se
cure and safe rooms. FREE utilities and housekeeping aarvIca
Reasonable rstiesshared or sln.
go avaitabte Walking distance lo
San Jose State Office 72 11 5th
ST, 998-0234
FFMAI F WANTED TO share room in
new 2 bdrrn lion apt. $250 rno
deposit. Lisa 376-7530

LISA B . WHEN ARE YOU going to ask
me out? ler welting by the phone
PIGGY
NATIONAL GAY -B1 contact club 18 .
man end women Confldentel, low
roles Send SASE to NGCC. P0
Elos 78761.14 San Jose, Ca
95159
NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbal weight control pro.
gram No drugs. no *same
100ff. guars... Gil (400) 245
7503
PROFESSOR’, EXAM FILES available
for
Engineering
required
18
courses in CE. EF. ME and Mat
Engr), FIT. Calculus. Chemistry
and Physics Available at Spartan
Bookstore & Roberts Book Store
UNWANTED NAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY
Confkkential 335
Baywood Ave
San Jo. Call
247-7486 for appointment
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Center Sunday.Luthoran 10 45 am,
Catholic 4 00 end 8 00 pin Pleas..
call Campus Ministry at 298-0204
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Joan Poplin.
hairier
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(800)8244222 s 132
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!SUL INA RESTAURANT soaks lunch
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and
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emit 1845 S Bascom Ave CC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
EE a IE s.

15 THAT DESIGN molest
due & you hove no depth.% tor
ideas or what to build, SHI Floc.
tronic Is committed to offering
low cost **Omni< (compon.t)
& compute information needs for
the atudont Call Days 942.7736.
Eves 293-4780 oak to, Joe

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con
suit wffh SJSU student tor 30 min
utes FREE Practice limited to all
e sp.*, of immigrelon and nerlirelizetIon law
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within 10 minutes rrom campus
Call Robert Ng st (408! 7894400
loran appointment
PERMANENT

HAIR RFMOVAI
byr
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faculty or student I D Private 4
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734-3115
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CLEANING
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Hones. offices. carpels & win
dams (408) 264-3098, 2694025
PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for wrft
ers. scholars. and public officials
Speciefiring in historical, politl.
cal, biographical topics Student
discounts available For Ire. into
write CL 0 60034 Motors Lane,
Columbia, MD 21045
RUNNERS, TEIL ETES. Deep lies.
muscle work for an extra competitive edge sod increasod .111
cency Call Richard at 272.8348
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PL AN
Enroll now’ Save your leth, eyes
and money too For Information
and brochure see A S Offices or
call (406)371-6811
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The Associated Students hoard of directors adopted a
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CSU ups child-care funding Honig makes campus stop,
promotes careers in teaching
siLimature
s
Duke
pending
’II MI

(WILD (ARE, from Imo I

tor 1986 fees of $1.28 per student, which would allow
the university to receive the 527.500. Gunter said.
An appeal process included in the agreement with
the chancellor’s office would allow campuses that fall
outside of financial contribution to he considered lor
funding also. Johnson said.
Some campuses. such as San Diego State, donate iii
their individual child-care programs through volunteer
sers ices and land donations, and CSSA representatives
agree that these contributions should he taken into consideration when determining the amount awarded.
Emond said.
Child care is presently an Associated Students program that CSSA would like to see become a university
student service. Emond said.
If it were a student service, child care would he
budgeted by the CSU general fund, Emond said.
"Associated Students shouldn’t have to keep shelling out money for a hat should he a NillliCfli Ser% ICC... he
said.

CSSA reciimmended that the Is ..11(1 consider hiring
eeni lied child-care staff coordinated through the student
services office at each campus for an additional charge
of 4,2 per enrolled student. Emond said.
This would have been the first step in connecting
children’s centers to the university, he said.
However, after meetings between the Executive
Committee and members of the chancellor’s office in
September. CSSA was informed that the student service
concept
s
and $2 charge could not be negotiated. Emond
As of Oct. 1, the CSU and CSSA compromised
with the sliding -scale proposal for funding. he said.
"It’s going to be tough just getting base -line funding for the CSU total budget" because this is the first
year the full impact of Proposition 13 will he felt. Johnson said.
If Deukmejian doesn’t approve the program change
proposal in January when the budget is up for signature,
it will he pursued in the legislature in March. she said.

Former student still missing
MISSING, from mgt. I
Here is a chronology ot Courtney’s disappearance:
Courtney was
Oct. 25, 19145
last seen hiking on a trail near Pfeiffer
Big Sur State Park about 30 miles
south of Monterey.
Nov. 11
Four Monterey
County sheriffs began searching the
area where Courtney had a permit to
camp. The sheriffs were called alter
Courtney was two weeks overdue from
her hiking trip. A private investigator.
Michael O’Kelly. was hired by Courtney’s family to help with the search.
Nov 12 - Eight sheriffs and a
military helicopter searched fruitlessly
for two days all the campgrounds and
trails in the campground where Courtney was last seen.
Nov. 20 -- Monterey County
sheriffs, in a desparate effort to find
some clue to her disappearance, called
in the California Association of Rescue Dogs in Santa Cruz to help in the
search. Unsuccessful, the search was
discontinued.
Nov. 22 - Four of Courtney’s
brothers and a brother-in-law, in from
Detroit, continued combing the Big
Sur area for any clues to her disappearance.
Nov. 26
Between 10 and 12
volunteers from the U.S. Air Force,

Suicides
in L.A. jails
decreasing
LOS ANGELES (AP) Thirtyeight inmates have killed themselves
in Los Angeles County jails since 1975
-- and while the number of suicides
has dropped, authorities said the death
rate is still too high.
All of the inmate suicides have
been by hanging. Thirty-one of them
were in the men’s Central Jail. Seven
were at other county facilities.
Although the suicide rate outside
of jail is eight times that of the jail system rate, authorities aren’t satisfied.
"We’re proud of our record of
suicides, which is much lower than in
the general population." said Chief
James W. Painter. head of the Sheriff’s Department custody division
"But even one suicide is too
. so we are concerned.
many
Of the 200.0(X) inmates who
passed through county jails last year,
only one killed himself while in custody. Painter said. He credits the drop
in jailhouse suicides to an expanded
staff of mental health professionals,
increased deputy training and new inmate screening procedures.
Overcrowding and mental illness
in about one-third of the jail population contribute to the suicide problem.
Painter said. Nearly 8,001) of thc system’s 20,0(X) inmates are squeezed
into the downtown Central Jail, which
was built to accommodate about 5.000
inmates.
Many of the improvements have
been made since 25 -year -old inmate
Sergio Alvarez hung himself in January 19/44 while in solitary confinement. It was the second suicide attempt in two weeks for Alvarez, who
spent two months in custody waiting
for his burglary trial to begin.
Alvarez’s first attempt wasn’t
judged serious by a jail psychiatrist,
and he was returned to the Central
Jail’s general population. He killed
himself after spending 11 days in solitary confinement for his participation
in a jailhouse fight.
Alvarez’s mother. Joselina Cabrales, has filed a civil rights lawsuit
alleging her son’s death was the result
of deliberate indifference by authorities to his psychiatric needs.
The family seeks $10 million in
general and punitive damages, alleging cruel and unusual punishment
caused Alvarez’s death.
Their lawsuit alleges the county
failed to provide adequate mental evaluation and treatment for inmates, even
those like Alvarez who clearly showed
signs of increasing emotional distress.
Only two jail psychiatrists were available to handle 16.0(X) cases a month
when Alvarez died.

Fort Ord joined the Courtney s over the
weekend, searching in the rain. They
readied a search over the Thanksgiving
weekend with the continued help of
the Air Force volunteers.
The four brothers of
Dec. 4
Courtney returned home to regroup
after searching for their sister over the
Thanksgiving holiday. The brothers
said they would return in shifts to Cali-

tonna to continue Owl’ ..carch.
I w o of CourtJan. 23. 1986
ney’s brothers. Dav id and Hugh
Courtney . w hile searching tOr their
sister. sas eu the lives ot two youths
who were ly tug helpless in a 200-foot
gulch. They also planned to distribute
1.000 tilers and offered a $25.000 reward for information leading to her
whereabouts.
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"We WY just now getting to the
point of payoff." Honig said. "We
have
more
funds devoted to
schools . . for teachers, textbooks.

If campus recruitment efforts fail.
the state will he faced with an emergency situation, Honig said.
Efforts to attract minority groups
to the teaching profession are also
under way by focusing on minority
qualifications across-the-board, he
said.
Gov. George Deukmejian has
granted additional funds to the CSU
system to encourage minority recruitment and efforts are being made to interest these students in areas beside engineering and math, Honig said.
The new CSU admission requirements are one step in preparing minority students adequately to enter unie rot les so they can he recruited to the
teaching profession. he said.

’We are just now
getting to the point
of payoff. We have
more funds devoted
to schools . . . for
teachers, textbooks,
facilities.’
Bill Honig,
state superintendent
of public instruct’
Minority recruitment is especially
necessary for California because of its
diverse population and the number of
people whim speak little English or
speak it a, a second language. Honig
said.

Teacher recruitment must he a
coordinated attack between faculty,
the School of Education and students
to produce the caliber of educators
needed to improve California education as a whole. he said.

Commemem orative vigil scheduled
A
SAN FRANCISCO (API
group (il people with AIDS and related
conditions are set to celebrate the oneyear anniversary of their v igil outside
the old Federal Building.
The group will hold a candlelight
march from the Castro district and a
rally at the vigil site today .

The vigil has prevailed despite
sickness, street assaults and last winter’s hew, y rains.
"Nly only regret is that Jay isn’t
here to see this day." said Evan Durant, 21. Jay Durant was a fellow
igil-keeper who died of acquired immune deficiency syndrome in February at the age of 38.

Only 1..drwenbrau is brewed in the World’s great beer drinking countries. Brewed in Munich, in England, Sweden,
Canada, Japan, and here in America. Only Lowenbrau, by
license and authority, must use Bavarian Hallertau hops
and be checked for flavor and quality by the brewmasters
of Lowenbrau, Munich. Only Lowenbrau gives you 600
years of Bavarian heritage in one smooth American beer.
THIS WORLD CALLS FOR LOWENBRAU.

Both ’lien were part of the small
group that demonstrated on Oct. 27.
1985. outside the building that houses
the federal Health and Human Services
Department
Their message was that the federal government was doing too little.
too slowly. for too kw.

